TURN THE SWITCH

AND JOIN THE UNHOOKED GENERATION

Aqua Aire—The Most Effective Exhaust Emission Control.

A bottle of Aqua Aire is included with each Thermasan System installation and is recommended to control the exhaust emission. Aqua Aire is compatible with other holding tank concentrates and is used to supplement these chemicals in controlling bacterial odors that may occur in the holding tank. Exhaust odors merely indicate that chemical treatment is required.

Aqua Aire is easy to use. Simply pour one bottle (one pint) of the chemical into your holding tank. The chemical is most effective when added to the holding tank before waste; however, it is also effective after holding tank use. Aqua Aire is poured through the opening in the base of the toilet bowl after the sliding valve has been opened. Every 3 or 4 days of toilet operation add ¼ bottle of Aqua Aire.

We also recommend Thetford Aqua Kem Concentrate for use with the Thermasan System. This chemical helps to emulsify wastes and prepares the holding tank contents for ultimate destruction. Aqua Aire and Aqua Kem are compatible and may be used together with complete safety. As with any chemical, be sure to read the directions on the bottle.

The Thermasan Waste Destructive System is marketed nation-wide; exclusively by Thetford Corporation.

Your Thermasan System meets all vehicle safety codes and represents the results of over seven years of research and field testing. All parts and components are engineered and manufactured with the finest materials available to guarantee a long lasting, trouble-free use. Each Thermasan System carries a one year warranty on all parts.

The Thermasan Waste Destruction System is marketed nation-wide, exclusively by Thetford Corporation. Thetford Corporation is the First Name in Recreational Sanitation Systems and Accessories. Today, the majority of Recreational Vehicles are Thetford equipped and an ever growing number of boats are carrying Thetford systems.
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The Sanitation Breakthrough—That's been Thought Through!

Now every owner of a Recreational Vehicle can own a Thermasan System and say farewell forever to the inconvenience of holding tank evacuation stops. When your Recreational Vehicle is Thermasan equipped, you'll reach forward and turn the switch on the dash-mounted control center and in an instant convert your RV into a mobile, safe, pollution-free waste destruction plant that uses the same advanced technology found in today's modern, pollution-free municipal waste disposal systems.

The Thermasan System captures the superheat energy from the engine's exhaust and uses it to disintegrate holding tank wastes into a harmless, invisible, emission that meets the strictest requirements of the Public Health and Federal Emission Standards. The Thermasan System performs its task so thoroughly, that it has received the Seal of Approval of the National Sanitation Foundation.

The Thermasan System follows a relatively simple procedure. A chemical and a biochemical reaction is first created in the holding tank. This prepared waste is next pumped by metered injection into the heart of the system, the Sanjector. The stainless steel Sanjector screens and sprays this prepared waste into the superheat of the engine's exhaust stream. Within the exhaust, this superheat batters and destroys all waste and bacteria. All remaining gaseous by-products are rendered invisible, bacteria free and totally harmless.

Picture yourself cruising the highways free to travel anywhere and everywhere without concern for your holding tank. Imagine yourself taking that giant step toward expanded self containment and joining the thousands of other RV owners who are called the "Unhooked Generation".

Four Models—For RV's
Models B and BL represent the second generation of Thermasan Waste Destruction Systems and replace the original Thermasan Model A (for motorhomes). These two models are designed for installation on Chassis Mounts, Van Conversions, Compact Motorhomes, Motorhomes and Custom Coaches. Either Thermasan model converts your recreational vehicle into a mobile, pollution-free waste destruction plant that will destroy holding tank waste.

Models BT and BLT are also members of the second generation of Thermasan Waste Destruction Systems. Since Truck Campers and Travel Trailers must be towed by or mounted on another vehicle for mobility, Models BT and BLT come with a specially designed, Quick Disconnect, sanitary and electrical fitting to link the waste transfer mechanism to the control and incineration components. Except for this one addition, the Models BT and BLT perform exactly like Models B and BL.

Model B features a well styled, dash-mounted, solid-state control panel. On the panel are an on-off switch, two lights and a dimmer switch. One light (Ready) tells you when the system is operating and the other (Reaction) indicates when the system is destroying waste.

Included with each system is a Speed Sensor, Heat Sensor, Metering Injection Pump, Holding Tank Evacuation Probe and a Stainless Steel Sanjector, plus all necessary waste and electrical connections for a complete installation.

Models BL and BLT have two additional features not found on Models B and BT. A true fail proof holding tank sensor which signals you when to turn off your Thermasan System, and a press-to-test button to check, by remote control, the engine exhaust incineration. When this button is pressed the "Ready" and "Reaction" lights flash as the Metering Pump is injecting waste.

I'd like to learn more about the Thermasan Waste Destruction System. Please send me more information.

Name: ____________________________
Street Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________ Zip: ____________________________
Phone: ____________________________

☐ I now own or ☐ I am considering buying a:
☐ Custom Coach
☐ Motorhome
☐ Compact Motorhome
☐ Mini Motorhome
☐ Van Conversion
☐ Travel Trailer
☐ Chassis Mount
☐ Truck Camper
☐ Other: ____________________________

MAIL TODAY
06364